
RANK PRIZE

PRIZE POOL

� This is a free-to-join operator tournament that offers players a chance to win one of the 50 prizes.

� Every player will have one bonus buy feature to compete with to get the highest total win. Each player

will be given 3 tries to get the highest total win. With each new try the current standing score of the

player will be reset to 0.

� The prizes will be distributed to the top 50 players based on the total win amount in descending order

from highest to lowest.

� Players can find their position on the leaderboard on the right side of the interface.

� If two or more players finish the tournament on the same score, the player who has achieved

the score first will receive the higher prize.

� The cash prizes will be directly credited to the winner’s bank/Paypal/Skrill/Neteller account or Crypto

Wallet.

� SWIFT may not be supported as a payment method for certain regions.

� Bank wires might incur additional costs that will be subtracted from the prize amount.

� Winners will need to fill in correct payment information within 14 days from the end of the tournament,

otherwise the prize will be forfeited.

� The prize will be credited to winners within 30 days from the moment that the complete and correct

payment information has been receive by Pragmatic Play.

� The top three winners of this tournament may be asked to be mentioned in Pragmatic Play social

media posts.

� To ensure fair play, each employee is entitled to one account signed up only with their business email

address. All accounts of a player with duplicated accounts will be disqualified without any notice and

prize(s) will be forfeited.

� Prize values are indicated in EUR and may vary due to currency exchange rates, when paid out to

players’ local currency.

� Pragmatic Play reserves the right to verify that the winners are current employees of their business

partners.

� All winners need to be employed with the company they registered with until the payment of the

prizes is finalized.

� Winners from: Albania, Ukraine, Armenia, Belarus, Montenegro, and Kazakhstan will have to provide

KYC together with the payment information.

� The €10,000 Spring Giveaway is not available to players residing in the United Kingdom.

� Participation shall be subject to the Social Tournaments Terms and Conditions. By participating in this

tournament, all participants will be deemed to have accepted our Terms and Conditions which may

be found here.

� We reserve the right to amend, suspend or cancel the €10,000 Spring Giveaway tournament, including

any related terms and conditions, at any time. Any such amendment shall not affect players that

have opted-in unless the amendment is required in order to manage/prevent fraud and other

unlawful behavior.

1. Create an account with your work email address on our Partners Social Tournaments page. If you already

have an account registered with your work email address, just log in as you normally would.

2. Enter the promo code: “PPSPRINGGIVEAWAY” during this registration process.

3. After creating your new account, you will need to verify the email address. If you don't receive the email,

please make sure you also check your spam folder.

4. Click on the "Join" button on the Barn Festival tournament.

5. You will have one bonus buy feature to compete with to get the highest total win.

6. Each player must click on the “Buy Respin” button on the left side of the game in order to start competing

(but for the avoidance of doubt, no payment shall be required to participate).

7. Each player will be given 3 tries to get the highest total win. With each new try the current standing score

of the player will be reset to 0.

HOW TO JOIN THE € 10,000 SPRING GIVEAWAY

RULES

The tournament starts on Monday,

25th April at 09:00 CET and ends

on Sunday, 1st May 2022 at 23:59 CET.

HOW TO REGISTER

PPSPRINGGIVEAWAY
PROMO CODE:

A new season means a new tournament! This time we are running our €10,000 Spring Giveaway

tournament on Barn Festival, our star game of the season. Each player will be given one bonus buy

feature in the game and 3 tries to get their highest total win. We are giving away a top prize

of €5,000 in cash, as well as many other prizes such as the North Face x Gucci Backpack,

Bang & Olufsen BEOPLAY HX headphones, and plenty more cash prizes worth €10,000 in total.

This tournament is only available for employees of Pragmatic Play’s Partners.

ALREADY HAVE AN ACCOUNT?
SIMPLY LOGIN AND VERIFY YOUR EMAIL AGAIN.

PROMO
CODE

PRAGMATICTESLA
Enter PromoCode

Register an Account NOW!

Verify via Email

Have Fun!

SPRING GIVEAWAY
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